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Editor’s Letter:
Our second issue of ‘Spectrum’ on the theme
‘Narratives and Narration’ comes in two parts,
exploring the same theme from two distinct angles.
This first part comprises a series of essays, poems and
illustrations exploring the western literary and art-historic
canons.
We hope to emphasise that the cultural traditions of the West are
far from neutral or organic and are, in reality, loaded with
political tension and hidden subtext. The canon as it has been
organised has systematically excluded women, POC, LGBTQI+ and
other minority groups - making the study of the western canon
problematic in itself.
Enclosed in this present issue are essays looking at the classical
nude genre in painting, re-examining the Dada movement in relation
to masculinity, drawing on Mary Shelley’s ‘Frankenstein’ to
examine the scientific achievements of the recent past and
bringing to light the overlooked Surrealist artist Claude Cahun.
Additionally, there are two poems drawing on and reinterpreting
Charlotte Brontë’s ‘Jane Eyre’ and Christina Rossetti’s ‘Goblin
Market’.
Many thanks to our contributors: Beck Tait, Laura Allison, Eleri
Fowler, Lucy Southen and Megan Wallace.

Written on the Body: The Politics of Female Nudity by Megan
Wallace
‘The personal is political’: a slogan
which made explicit that the need for
feminism was apparent in discrimination which women faced on a day-to-day
basis. The legacy of this catchphrase
is the awareness that we see in current discussions of gender that the
larger mechanisms of society are reflected through individual experience.
It’s particularly helpful to bear in
mind when approaching the subject of
female nudity. Surely nothing is more
personal to women than their bodies,
and the ways in which naked female
flesh has been politicised and misrepresented through the ages tells us
about the steps which have already
been taken within gender politics and
the steps which still need to be taken.
A feminist art group called the Guerrilla Girls once asked: ‘Do women have
to be naked to get into the Met. Museum?’ They were among the first to make
noise about an issue which has now become common currency within discussions of art history: the fact that
female bodies have been used for centuries in the creation of masterpieces
but female artists have been systematically excluded from the canon. This
was a fair point to be making at the
time but, twenty-something years on,
any mention of the Guerrilla Girls
will solicit a good few eye-rolls and
a heavy sigh from everyone within a
two hundred metre radius. Why? Because
this essentialist feminism feels somewhat heavy-handed and, dare I say it,
dated. The fault probably doesn’t lie
with the group themselves who, after
all, were pretty radical at the time
in calling out the rampant sexism of
the art world both historically and
contemporaneously. Rather, it has
something to do with the type of person in our friends’ list who consistently quotes or shares the Guerrilla
Girls’ work. Namely, a propensity to
fall back on overused narratives of
feminism which are no longer directly
applicable to the social context.
Nowadays, feminism isn’t so much about
forcing entry into women-free zones
but navigating the inequalities which
you encounter once you’re in them.
The hardline stance and accompanying
moral outrage which are associated
with the Guerrilla Girls can be seen

elsewhere, in the stringent anti-porn
activism of the eighties which has
been even quicker to fall into the
abyss of irrelevancy. On one level,
this definitely has something to do
with the fact that the anti-porn movement was not only historically adopted
by feminists but by religious groups
and right-wing organisations. The
taint of conformity and conservatism
can soon make anything unpopular, especially within a social movement edging towards the Left. More importantly, it also has to do with the widespread demonisation of sex-workers and
adult entertainers that came as a byproduct. Not only are such attitudes
unfair and supremely problematic but
the repression and censorship of
pornography only enhances an atmosphere of shame around sex which is
ultimately harmful for society.
The ‘pornography is evil’ diatribe
sacrifices the professional exercising
their right to their body, losing
sight of them as an autonomous individual and placing them in a narrative
of exploitation, shame or moral depravity. Elsewhere, arguments against
the subject of the female nude in art
have focussed on a similar erasure of
identity. Particularly in the Renaissance, the model’s body is subjected
to the ideals of beauty of the time:
stretched and distorted into a reincarnation of Venus in the quattrocento
equivalent of photoshop. Indeed, it’s
not too much of a stretch to see the
legacy of the idealised nude in the
unrealistic standards of beauty spread
by today’s fashion industry.
If you’re reading this and thinking ‘I
can’t exactly see the problem with
some pretty pictures!’ then let me be
frank: you should be able to see a
problem in the portrayal of women as
an erotic symbol devoid of sexual
agency in their own right. Thankfully
the nude which we encounter in today’s
art is far from the cold, idealised
beauty depicted in previous centuries.
The monstrosity of flesh painted by
Jenny Saville or the nakedness en
masse in the photos of Spencer Tunick
reflect a culture in which nudity has
lost its mysticism and much of its
shock factor. Thanks to the overwhelming success of internet porn, images
of the naked body are readily available, practically unavoidable. While
it creates unrealistic expectations of
sex, the accessibility and anonymity
afforded by internet porn has made it

easier for men and women to come to
terms with their sexuality. Consequently, the nude has passed from the
realm of high art to that of the every
day, empowering women to exercise
their sexual agency in a million different ways which previous generations
could never have imagined.
This new attitude towards nudity is
exemplified by Kim Kardashian’s naked
selfie shared on Twitter in March
2016. The celebration of female curves
and sexuality, presented in such a banal format, was a much-needed antidote
to the glossy idealisation of women we
see elsewhere. Detractors who argued
that Kardashian only contributed to
the objectification of the female body
clearly misunderstood the issue at
hand. Kardashian is far from an ‘object’ in this image: she is both its
subject and creator. This is categorically not another exploitative nude,
this is a woman choosing to display
her sexuality on her own terms, embodying a new age of female sexual
freedom. However, the controversy that
Kardashian managed to incite speaks of
a society in which female nakedness is
still in many ways taboo. The fact
that many of her critics were other
women highlights the issue that notions of ‘appropriate’ femininity are
policed by women themselves. In light
of this, it’s worth saying here that
we can only free ourselves from oppressive societal standards if we just
let other women be, without criticism
or judgement.

Pinnacle by Megan Wallace
“put a bit of fire in my mouth”
my mouth
with yours
our bodies burn
lips
press harder
– harder –
heat rises
tracing circles
round
and round
my neck
your crown of white gold
blisters my fingers
the walls fall around us
rubble and ash
beneath your mounting
pleasure

The Fragmented Male Body in
Dada by Beck Tait
This article is indebted to
the work of Mia Fineman, and
specifically her landmark
essay Ecce Homo Prostheticus
of 1999

In Weimar Germany, the
classical ideal of the
perfect male form had been
shattered by the bombs and
artillery of the first world
war. The government had
imposed a ban on the
publication of images showing
soldiers and mutilated and
maimed, yet the public could
see with their own eyes “war
cripples” propped up on
street corners, abandoned by
the state. In the turbulence
that followed the war, an
entirely new industry was
born, prosthetics were not
just objects to relieve
suffering, they became
layered with their own
philosophies and ideals, the
inorganic and the organic
merged together represented a
new age of man and the
masculine ideal.
The state’s censorship of the
truth via the ban on images
showcased a stance of denial,
the allowance of two
prostheses per person created
a horror of a situation where
the worst off had to choose
their most valuable limbs.
The prosthetics industry
boomed, for those who had the
cash, prosthetics were slick,

efficient and represented a
new age of man. Freud’s
belief that all man’s
weaknesses in regards to
productivity could be solved
by technology peppered major
essays released by the
industry at the time.
One such collection of
essays, published in 1919,
titled “Artificial Limbs and
Work Aids for War Cripples
and Accident” contains many
of the images one would
expect, of fresh amputees and
shiny new prostheses. The
Freudian narrative of ‘better
with technology’ is sang and
themes of the Nietschian
super-man also ring out, the
machine man, the “Homo
Prostheticus” becomes a new
masculine ideal within the
industry.

Within the expected

itself regularly in

images,the reader is
confronted with two small
photographs that evoke a line
of questioning that traces a
different line of narrative,
one of the history of art and
the historical representation
of the male body. Shown front
on and in profile, the Spitzy
Statue is a modern classical
sculpture, which prior to the
prosthetic accessories,
represented the classical
ideals of the perfect man.
Youth, strength and
fertility. The addition of a
chest strap and a prosthetic
leg, creates a man that is
now an Other to the classical
ideal. Perhaps intended to
represent the improvement and
bettering of the classical
form, the almost grotesque
abstraction of flesh from the
use of prosthetics in these
images, connote the darker
elements of the age of
prosthetics. The stigma
attached to male suffering in
Weimar Germany was severe in
regards to both physical and
especially mental injuries.
The classical form of the
Spitzy statue cannot help but
be subverted by the addition
of prosthetics, the fig leaf,
once a symbol of modesty and
decency in the archaic ideal,
coupled with the prosthetics,
now becomes a symbol of
emasculation. The cultural
fear of the loss of
masculinity via mental and
physical injury manifests

references to castration.
The classical masculine
narrative of provider, hunter
and saviour was being rewritten, and even in texts
such as “Artificial Limbs”,
one can see the struggle to
address the problem of
physical weakness, even when
supplemented and repaired,
belittling the masculine
ideal of strength.
Where the prosthetics
industry sought to re-define
the male as the machine man,
new and improved, many state
images sought to ignore the
wounded and maimed. The still
from Ways to Strength and
Beauty by Wilhelm Prager,
showcases the narrative of
young, healthy and fit
veterans returning from War
in noble circumstances, now
performing their duty in the
world of work. The Free Body
movement also gaining
momentum in Germany at this
time was seemingly ignorant
of the mass mutilation caused
by war and the Prosthetic
industry’s ideal of the
mechanised man.
Neither narrative, the
gleaming iron-man or the
perfect physical specimen,
ring true. But within both,
one is able to witness the
re-writing of the male
narrative in a time of huge
societal upheaval, and to
also witness the fears over
the loss of key pillar stones
of masculine identityrecreation, physical and
mental strength.

Artists such as Otto Dix,
sought to shatter all
narratives, to abandon the
classical ideal, attack the
modern archetype of the
German Man, proliferated by
the state and the Free Body
movement and to make
grotesque the machine man of
the prosthetics industry.
In Dix’s most famous work The
Card Players of 1920, three
veterans, representing from
left to right, British,
French and German forces sit
at a small table playing
cards, seemingly unaware of
their own grotesqueness.
The new ideal of the
mechanised man is parodied as
the veterans adapt their
malformed bodies to new
purposes, that aren’t more
efficient, they are more
grotesque and unsettling. The
British soldier holds his
deck of his cards with his
foot and what appears to be
his spinal cord, doubles up
as a handy telephone perched
on the table. The idea of the
organic and inorganic
seamlessly blending in this
new prosthetic man is
lampooned and exaggerated by
Dix. The veteran is deemed
useful, because he now is an
electronic mode of
communication, not a basic
human being. This facet of
the picture relates to the
prosthetic industry designing
prosthetics to aid workers,
to close the distance between

their tools and labour as
they are now the tools of
their labour.1
The German soldier is the
smallest of the trio, an
obvious subversion of the
pride Dix should feel in his
nation and highlighting the
failure of the German state
in the provision of
prosthetics and after war
care. The sheer scale of the
German soldier also mocks the
idea of the strong and
healthy body proliferated by
the Free Body movement and
showcases what really is left
of Germany’s war heroes. Dix
actively lampoons the
narrative of the strong
German soldier in the
contrast of the Iron Cross
medal, a medal for bravery
and prowess in battle with
the broken and badly put
together state of the soldier
in the Card Players.

Mia Fineman, “Ecce Homo Prostheticus,” New German Critique No.76, Special Issue on Weimar
Visual Culture (Winter, 1999):
1

George Grosz, A small yes and a big no, trans. Arnold J. Pomeras (London: Alli- son &
Busby, 1982) 88.

The narrative of castration
anxiety seen in the Spitzy
statue is repeated in the
German soldier’s prosthetics,
he is crudely cut in half,
but inserted into his stomach
are a tiny pair of genitals.
Dix shatters the idea of
repairing the broken
masculinity with modern
technology. The archaic
classical ideal of men as
providers is showcased to be
present in Weimar Germany, so
strong an idea, that even
soldiers so poorly put
together, are provided with
prosthetic means of
reproduction.
George Grosz, another
prominent Dadaist, was also
fascinated with mutilation
and the changing narrative of
the male body in the face of
the world war. In his
autobiography, he recounts an
exaggerated conversation
about an unfortunate soldier
who had lost his genitals due
to a bomb blast, "No more fun
with the girls for him," said
the medical orderly. The
sergeant was of a different
opinion. "Don't believe it,
my boy," he said. "They'll
bloody well give him a brand
new custom-built cock made of
bloody wood.”2
The idea that the soldier
will feel no sexual pleasure,
but the girls can still have
fun with him, shatters the
notion of the male body as
active. In this instance, the
male body is passive, and the

female body, still intact in
terms of the classical ideal,
is active. The French and
British soldiers both are
partially blind, the British
soldier particularly, may be
fully blind as we can only
see his profile. The theme of
blindness links with the idea
of castration, as blindness
causes passivity, the once
strong soldier now needs
assistance from his peers.
The active ideal of the male
body is subverted, showcased
in the reliance on machine in
Dix’s work, and the themes of
blindness and castration,
creating a new, passive male
entity.
The ban on mutilated images
was lifted in 1920. Perhaps
the government recognised
that public opinion on the
war couldn’t become more sour
by seeing images that had
already been faced with in
their personal lives. Dix
showcases the flaws in
nationalist, classical and
technological narratives. By
exaggerating the forms and
figures of the maimed
veterans, he showcases how
the classical ideal of the
male body is redundant, but
also the new ideal proposed
by the state, of a strong,
healthy young man, who has
performed his duty in battle
and now performs his duty in
work, is a myth. Dix also
creates grotesque images that
confront the bubbling Free
Body movement in Germany at
this time, the movement
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celebrated the natural body,
but the prosthetic body, the
body maimed by metal, was
ubiquitous and seemed to have
no place in the celebration.
Dix’s comments on the male
body narrative in his
pictures question the ideal
physicality of Man,
confronting classical ideals,
state myths and utopian
movements. However, Dix’s
questioning of the narrative
of the male as a strong
minded entity is less
obvious, ‘Male Hysteria’ was
a topic that questioned the
masculine perhaps more than
representations of
physicality. Yet, Dix as a
veteran himself, was perhaps
reluctant to discuss this
narrative as in a society of
stigma, it belittled the
credit, sympathy and support
due to the veteran.
In the Card Players of 1920,
Dix provides a cutting
caricature to contribute to
the narrative of the male
body, by shattering the myths
spread by its biggest story
tellers. The male body is
emasculated, castrated,
blinded and metamorphoses
into a machine, it is not
celebrated or championed.
The male narrative is
transformed into a grotesque
and tragic tale, with a
lampooning of all physical
ideals of the male body. A
new passive, pieced together
male entity is formed, Dix
showcases a masculine
identity that is to be run
away from, far from ideals
often narrated in art.

Dolly the sheep – a
scientific and feminist icon? by Laura
Allison
2016 marks the 20th anniversary of the world-famous
Dolly the sheep, the first
mammal to be cloned from an
adult cell. As well as revolutionising science, Dolly
renewed public interest in
research, and was raised
amongst a media furore as
the world’s press descended
on the rural community of
Roslin village. 20 years
on, Dolly remains a figure
of scientific advancement
and the benefits of science
to society – but can she be
considered as an ovine symbol of the feminist cause?
Crucially, Dolly was cloned
using a process that, unlike conventional sexual
reproduction, did not involve the union of sperm
with an egg. Dolly technically had no biological father; instead she had no
less than three different
mothers. The process was in
effect a reverse of (to use
an example from Gothic fiction) Frankenstein’s Monster – instead of completely eliminating the female
role in reproduction,
greater emphasis was placed
on the maternal. Additionally, the cell that gave
rise to Dolly was derived
from a mammary gland, which
has the symbolic connotations of maternal nurturing
and protection, and also

led her to be christened
after the country singer
Dolly Parton.
Unlike the macabre tragedy
that Shelley’s seminal novel culminated in, Dolly became a global sensation and
her impact still resonates
in science and society today. However, it is an unavoidable and lamentable
fact that as one of the few
recognisable female figures
in science -except Marie
Curie and Rosalind Franklin
to name a few- Dolly remains a sheep. She was an
animal confined to the lab,
created by and subjected to
the will of (mostly male)
scientists for the benefit
of scientific advancement.
Indeed, the choice of cell
that gave rise to Dolly was
incidental rather than an
intentional feminist statement, and it remains problematic to align such a
sexually brazen star (Parton) with an animal subject. Considering the sensationalist press-coverage
of Dolly at the time, to
what extent does it become
possible to sexualise and
fetishize a sheep? Dolly is
therefore representative of
the commonly subjugated
place of women in science,
and arguably, society.
Ultimately, Dolly’s creation was revelatory: as
well as inducing mass-hysteria at the (unfounded)
possibility of human
cloning, her birth heralded
the advent of stem cell

technology and its use in
regenerative medicine. Dolly preceded the ranks of
modern-day scientists such
as Jennifer Doudna -pioneer
of the new gene-editing
tool CRISPR- who lead the
way in innovative medical
advancements. Dolly acts as
a symbol for ingenuity and
progress, and was recently
unveiled as the centrepiece

of the National Museum of
Scotland’s newly opened
Science and Technology galleries. We should acknowledge that the figurehead of
this progressive period of
scientific and social history was female, and therefore Dolly represents a minority in the otherwise patriarchal fields of science
and medicine.

‘Prohibited Pleasures’ by Megan Wallace
As we walked hand-in-hand and silent,
basking in the streetlamp’s judgmental glare,
I would watch the interlocking shapes of our shadows
keeping time on the pavement.
~
Later, I traced eternity with my eyes shut,
following the outlines of your body
as we lay in the wrinkled sheets
of my single bed.
~
And now,
I will lay my body down,
As offering
As sacrifice
As feast.
~
I will stretch my legs out
as wide as they will go
I will wrap my arms around you
to form a bridge
between then and now

Entre Nous: Claude
Cahun by Eleri Fowler

aforementioned leviathan of
dreams, three ‘uncanny’
things happened:

This is a story about the
Self. It’s called ‘entre
nous’. That’s the name of one
of the works of the photographer Claude Cahun. It fluttered up from a deftlyglanced-at Google images label and seemed to hang over
this story at all stages of
its unfurling. The phrase is
a French saying which means
‘between us’.1 I could have
put the title into English
but I like how the gallic cadence creates even more distance, the gap between the
real meaning and the slavish
translation.
Stories about the Self traditionally come in threes. Just
think of Freud’s tripartite
mechanism of personality. The
Self torn asunder and anthropomorphised into three entities. The ego, the id and the
superego: Freud’s macabre
Fates of the Self, their
bony, liver-spotted fingers
groping at the thread of
life.
Even the phrase entre nous
comprises three elements: me,
you, and that intermediary
chasm.
This story is no different.
To borrow a term from the
1

1) Claude Cahun created
enigmatic, surreal selfportraits.
2) Over time, a most curious thing occurred, despite Cahun being ‘the
only woman photographer
to remain loyal to the
Surrealist movement’, it
was as if her imprint
was inscribed in invisible ink and she inexplicably faded from the
canon.
3) I endeavoured to learn
about an artist about
whom I knew nothing,
without using any of the
very mediums through
which the unenlightened
can customarily gain information.
I
When I naively elected to
write a piece about Claude
Cahun, the only thing I really knew about her was that
she had been excluded from
the canon. Consequently, the
figure of Cahun shrank into a
full-stop: a point opaque in
its fixity, an absolute denouement. She’s not in the
canon? Well I just have to
seek her out! That’s how the

As proof of the curious affiliation between Cahun’s work and this phrase, I later found out that
this was the title given to an exhibition of the collaborative work of Cahun and her partner Marcel
Moore at the Institute of art in Chicago. They say that the eponymous ‘photograph Entre Nous (Between Us), featuring a pair of masks embedded in sand, gives the title to this show and is emblematic of their multifaceted relationship’.

title applies to this part of
the story. At this time I
felt that there was a gulf
between me and Cahun and that
gulf was the canon. I saw all
mainstream media as the
canon’s conduit, all those
canonical prejudices and biases leaving a slimy residue
as they filtered through. Ahah! I thought, I can get to
“the real” Claude Cahun if I
go outside the system, I’ll
communicate with her purely
on her own terms. My quest
subsequently took on the form
of an Arthurian legend. I saw
the canon as the beast that
needed to be slain (in fact
really it was more like a
quagmire that that I was
side-stepping around). The
knight’s hungry desire for
domination of women’s bodies
which permeates the heterosexual narrative of those
tales was replicated in my
eagerness to annex knowledge.
The problem was, to interact
with Cahun’s work in the
first place, I had to access
it through the great honeycomb of the Internet. The
photographs I found had been
filtered by search engines.
As I clicked through the
litany of monochrome boxes
that promptly flashed up I
found each one to be a mechanical reproduction whose
perspective was skewed in a
slightly different way: this
one was zoomed in a little,
the following a fraction more
saturated. Next I wanted to
hear Cahun speaking about

herself in her own words, so
I tried to get hold of a copy
of her autobiography. No.
Out-of-print. It was as if at
every attempt, there was an
impasse and Cahun’s voice was
silenced. I gave up, cursing
the infernal omnipotence of
the canon. But the real reason I failed was I searching
for something that couldn’t
be found. In looking for “the
real” Cahun, I was anticipating that I would eventually
happen upon a single coherent
persona. And that defeats the
whole point of the photographer’s work.
II
Cahun’s oeuvre can be defined
… scratch that it can’t be
defined, but that ubiquitous
phrase ‘entre nous’ is applicable to it.
Us because in Cahun’s works
there is an assumed relationship between her and the audience. They are self-portraits so a piece itself comprises an image of its creator. In them she is often
standing confrontationally
with an unwavering glower at
the onlooker, seeming to say,
‘go on then, what am I? See
if you can define me, I DARE
you.’
However, Cahun is not going
to let the interchange between herself (the artist/
subject) and you (the onlooker/interpreter) be unencumbered. She will always put

something between herself and
her audience - obstructions
whcih hinder their analysis deliberately taunting society’s voracity for a fixed
label for all aspects of her,
including her gender.
For example, she further beguiles us because in so many
of her self-portraits – supposedly authentic depictions
of herself - she is observably performing a role. This
leads to a Sherman-esque phenomenon: where is the ‘real’
Claude Cahun? Once we’ve
grasped at her visage, it
slides away and we find we
are peeling off a rubber
façade. The impish charade is
infinite ‘under this mask,
another mask. I will never be
finished removing all these
faces’, she says. As art
critic Danielle Knafo notes
‘the question arises as to
the nature of the gap between
one’s presumed identity, and
its representation. Which
face is the truer and more
authentic—the mask or that
concealed by it’. So there’s
a further sense of ‘between’:
the chasm between the performance and the performer.
Finally, is there actually
any ‘real’, authoritative
version of Cahun? Her work is
all about the between – she
explores fluidity, and the
liminal space between simplistic notions of the self
and ‘overdetermined’ binaries
of gender. Knafo even claims
‘Cahun did more than appro-

priate masculine features;
she created a third sex … she
employed her art as a third—
creative—space, a space that
permitted the existence of
unresolved paradoxes’. For
Cahun, the Self fans out and
in her work she presents the
multiple dimensions of her
psyche to us.

Let’s actually look at her
photographs. Knafo surmises
‘her self-portraits consist
mostly of close-ups of her
impressive face’. This face
bears none of the hallmarks
we typically associate with
gender, pegs on which we can
lazily sling a sex label.
Cahun will not allow us to be
lazy. Thus in some of portraits (such as 1928’s ‘autoportrait’) all we have is her
maddenly perplexing face,
sometimes shaven and – offset
by a black backdrop - as
white and blank as the moon,
confronting us. Of course,
Cahun’s face is not really
‘maddenly perplexing’! If we
look at things squarely, it
becomes clear that to describe someone like that is
ridiculous – Cahun just looks
the way she looks. Her appearance is only perplexing
if we enforce the incongruous
and constrictive framework of
gender on to it and try to
define it in these terms.
Therefore, the more we subsequently describe her as ‘androgynous’ or ‘strong-featured’, the more we realise

these are lackadaisical replacements for the gender label we were callously looking
for but could not find. The
more we initially desperately
search for a pair of the Petrarchan ‘coral-lips’ that we
have been taught to understand as the epitome of feminity, the more we come to realise that these notions are
culturally constructed aren’t all lips rounded and
reddish. In her 1927 ‘Autoportrait’ she seems to chide
this phenomenon (after all
her works were produced
around the time of Joan Riviere's essay ‘Womanliness as
a Masquerade’).
Firstly, all the politicised
areas around which prescriptive physical norms cluster the lips, cheeks, nipples and
eyes – are an elaborate
trompe l’oile, they are manifestly painted on. Her posture is also consciously artificial. Her limbs seem to
be made of lollypop sticks
with split pins for joints so
that they would go all the
way around like corporal
Catherine wheel. At first
glance the obvious presence
of the curtain appears
gauche. This is because it
breaks the third-wall and
signifies that Cahun is creating an illusion. However,
this transparency is exactly
what Cahun wants. It is a
signal that we are in the
realm of the theatrical. All

this shows us that Cahun is
performing a role.
The role she is performing is
that of a weight trainer. Her
shirt bears a slogan like a
cautionary label like in a
zoo (and doesn’t the notion
of oggling at a persona and
trying to guess their gender
degrade portraiture to the
level of a zoo?) Don’t feed
the animals! I am in training, don’t kiss me!
‘In training’ expresses a
transitory state, where one
is between concrete definitions. ‘Kiss me’ puts the addressee in the active. Therefore, the planting of a kiss
upon Cahun would transform
her into an object, placing
her in the dichotomy of the
active/passive: making her
into something definite. One
way of doing this is to place
a gender label (signified by
the sexual act of a ‘kiss’)
on her, having exposed the
superficiality of gender in
the aesthetic tropes of her
photograph, we are warned
against this behaviour.

Yet, see what I’ve just fallen into doing here? I’m condescending to EXPLAIN Cahun
using exactly that type of
critical jargon which forms a
buffer around the work so
that you, the reader are left
further away from it. In elucidating her aim to prevent
her audience from pinning her

down, I’m actually enacting
actually trying to pin her
down myself. Furthermore, I’m
narcisstic enough to think
that I of all people can understand her. Notice how this
article isn’t actually about
Claude Cahun – its actually
about me and what I think
about her. Yet, Cahun herself
said ‘Individualism? Narcissism? Of course. It is my
strongest tendency, the only
intentional constancy I am
capable of’. Isn’t everything
that anybody produces polluted by their own individualism? For Cahun at least, the
self is the subject in two
senses: it’s the theme and
the sitter. She is exploring
her own intrinsic selfhood,
depicted upon the instrument
of her body.
Perhaps, no other of Cahun’s
works encapsulates this endeavour so eloquently as another 1927 Autoportrait. In
it, the artist is posing next
to a mirror – a timeworn motif of introspection. Yet we
know that Cahun would never
deign to use such an obvious
trope. If we inspect the picture closely we realise,
she’s not actually looking
into it –she’s looking at
you, the onlooker. So what we
2

have is ‘A woman looks at
herself looking at the viewer, who looks at her’. This
visual imagery represents
what her portraits are doing.
They are personal examinations of her selfhood, reflected in the form of portraits for an audience to
subsequently, somewhat
voyeuristically observe.2 However, Cahun’s selfhood is
never going to be straightforward or singular. There
are multiple instances of
‘hinges’ in the photograph –
the frame of the mirror between Cahun and her reflection, the line demarcating
the corner of the room where
the two walls meet, even the
fulcrum of the photograph
frame on the bureau – suggesting lines of reflection
through which things can be
refracted and warped. Even
the chequered pattern on her
costume invites us to see
things from a cubistic array
of angles. The fact that the
whole arrangement is even
replicated in an accompanying
photograph by a completely
different person (Cahun’s
partner Marcel Moore) confirms the overriding message:
Cahun’s self can be manifest-

This idea is pastiched by the imagery formed with Cahun’s coat – the
‘real’ Cahun pulls the lapel of her overlap conservatively around her,
closing herself off: her introspection is a private, personal exercise. Yet
the image of Cahun reflected by the mirror – symbolising the public persona
in her portraits - seems to be peeling it open, revealing herself to the
audience. And yet this is a photograph. There is no ‘real’ Cahun because
that would constitute the living person who posed for the picture. See, the
complexity never ceases!

ed and perceived in many different ways.
The nature of Cahun’s autobiography is similarly emblematic of the way her output
works. It is called ‘Aveux
non Avenus’ (again further
distance is added by the infirmity of translation to
convey the profusion of meaning that a word is soaked
in). Knafo says ‘the title is
itself revealing. Aveux means
confessions; non avenus
refers to the legal term null
and void. Cahun tries to
avoid being pinned down at
any cost and declares in her
title that whatever she is
about to confess in this autobiographical treatise will
be automatically disavowed.’
So again we have a doublelayered process between
Claude and her audience:
1 - In the act of writing it
she is grappling with her
self-hood
2 – This grappling is rendered in an autobiography.
Like a self-portrait, an
auto-biography is meant to be
an authoritative illustration, a sort of testimony in
which you offer an explanation of yourself. But the title suggests that any explanation of this sort is ‘void’
- Cahun does not give a conclusive depiction of herself
to us.

So the audience cannot pin
down Claude Cahun but neither
can Claude Cahun herself!
III
For Cahun, the self is never
constant – it flickers, metamorphoses and at different
moments there are different
guises to be assumed. After
looking at her work we cannot
answer the question ‘who is
Claude Cahun’ in the way that
we can say, who is Dali? Ah
yes that man with the funny,
pointed moustache who painted
those curious melting clocks.
And the canon is a reductive
filing system – it depends on
things being easily boiled
down to simple labels and
filed in the appropriate cabinet under ‘surrealism’, for
example (how else are we to
navigate such a plethora of
information?) But this means,
ultimately we interact more
with the labels attached to
the art than we do with the
art itself. It is the final
and ultimate manifestation of
‘between us’. But as we have
seen, with Cahun it is impossible to do this. She is too
complex to be defined and
placed neatly in a sector of
the canon, and for many she
immediately (and for them,
threateningly) tears away at
the fabric of their fragile
conceptions of the world simply because they cannot assign a gender to her. Therefore, although her work is
surrealist and overtly per-

formative perhaps she is the
truest of artists. She didn’t
condense herself to a singular contrived identity and
dared to delve into and
present all the various, diverse and sometimes disturbing elements of herself.
Pictures referenced (in order)

